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At the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) meeting held on 14th and 15th December, the
Committee decided to further reduce the pace of its asset purchases. The median of participants’
projected path of appropriate monetary policy increased from the FOMC meeting in September
and three rate hikes are forecast for both 2022 and 2023.
The reason behind this sharp change in attitude by the Federal Reserve Board is that high levels
of inflation are becoming an issue for society. In various opinion polls, there is a marked rise in
concerns about inflation (Chart 1, upper). Moreover, during the press conference after the FOMC,
Chairman Powell said: “we understand that high inflation imposes significant hardship, especially
on those least able to meet the higher cost of essentials”. Financial markets have factored in an
accelerated pace of rate hikes in the short term on the back of the Federal Reserve Board’s
cautious attitude about inflation and forward interest rates show interest rates up to and including
2-year forwards are increasing from the level they were at directly after the FOMC in November.
However, 3-year forwards and beyond have decreased, albeit by a small amount, and are far
below 2.5%, which is FOMC participants’ projection (median) for the federal funds rate in the
mid-to-long term (Chart 1, lower). In other words, markets do not think that the federal funds
target rate will be raised to such a high level and they are probably “doubtful about the
persistence of high levels of inflation”, “cautious about COVID-19” and think that “rate hikes
themselves cool the economy”.
That being said, even if inflation peaks in the future as the year-on-year effect of energy prices
wears off, it is unlikely that interest rate hikes will remain at low levels given that the current US
economy is relatively strong based on factors such as its labour market. As the supply-demand
gap continues to tighten, there is a large gap between 2% (the sum of the natural rate of interest
and the FOMC target inflation rate) and the federal funds rate, and monetary policy may overly
simulate the economy while this gap remains (Chart 2). There is also a risk that this will lead to
further acceleration of the rise in asset prices, such as property.
If uncertainty about variants decreases, supply constraints are eased and a sustained economic
recovery becomes very likely, financial markets’ will increase their interest rate forecasts – which
currently stand at a smaller rise – and it is likely that the trend of long-term interest rates, which
generally moved within a certain range throughout 2021, may rise.
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Chart 1: Issues Considered Most Important and the
1-Month OIS Rate
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Chart 2: The Supply-Demand Gap & Various Indicators
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